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AbstractAbstract

Opening and closing mechanisms of the extraOpening and closing mechanisms of the extra-- and intracellular gates of the Naand intracellular gates of the Na++/Cl/Cl----
dependent neurotransmitters that catalyze the symport of small mdependent neurotransmitters that catalyze the symport of small molecules and ions across olecules and ions across 
membranes remain elusive [1]. Largemembranes remain elusive [1]. Large--scale conformational changes in a bacterial scale conformational changes in a bacterial 
homologue, the LeuThomologue, the LeuTAaAa symporter [2], are studied using allsymporter [2], are studied using all--atom Normal Mode Analysis atom Normal Mode Analysis 
(NMA). Gating appears(NMA). Gating appears initiated by global counterinitiated by global counter--rotations of the intracellular and rotations of the intracellular and 
extracellular domains of LeuTextracellular domains of LeuTAaAa around the pore axis. As onearound the pore axis. As one half rotates clockwise, the half rotates clockwise, the 
other rotates anticlockwise, and vice versa. The stationary planother rotates anticlockwise, and vice versa. The stationary plane relative to which countere relative to which counter--
rotation occurs passes through the center of LeuTrotation occurs passes through the center of LeuTAaAa parallel to the membrane. The counterparallel to the membrane. The counter--
rotations of the two halves are highly concerted and cooperativerotations of the two halves are highly concerted and cooperative. On the extracellular side, . On the extracellular side, 
the overall rotation of the peripheral TM helices affects the cothe overall rotation of the peripheral TM helices affects the conformation of five of the nformation of five of the 
inner TM helices: TM1, TM6, TM3, TM8 and TM10. They alternately inner TM helices: TM1, TM6, TM3, TM8 and TM10. They alternately straighten and bend straighten and bend 
near their midpoints. Straightening occludes and bending expandsnear their midpoints. Straightening occludes and bending expands the extracellular pore. the extracellular pore. 
Loops and small helices on the extracellular surface of LeuTLoops and small helices on the extracellular surface of LeuTAaAa undergo largeundergo large--scale scale 
motions. The intracellular domain of LeuTmotions. The intracellular domain of LeuTAaAa rotates concertedly around the pore axis rotates concertedly around the pore axis 
essentially as a single unit. Relative to the pore axis, the radessentially as a single unit. Relative to the pore axis, the radial location of the intracellular ial location of the intracellular 
ends of TM1aends of TM1a--TM6b and TM3 and TM8 is not affected. TM6b and TM3 and TM8 is not affected. 

IntroductionIntroduction
Transporters are believed to possess two gates that provide alteTransporters are believed to possess two gates that provide alternating access tornating access to the the 
binding site from oppositebinding site from opposite sides of the membrane bilayer [3]. sides of the membrane bilayer [3]. In the crystal structure [2], In the crystal structure [2], 
the leucine molecule (Leu) at the binding site cannot access eitthe leucine molecule (Leu) at the binding site cannot access either the exterior or the her the exterior or the 
interior.interior. The side chains of F253 and Y108 primarily obstruct the pathway The side chains of F253 and Y108 primarily obstruct the pathway to the to the 
periplasm.periplasm. Further towards the extracellular domain,Further towards the extracellular domain, the R30the R30--D404 charged pair forms a D404 charged pair forms a 
water mediated salt bridgewater mediated salt bridge whichwhich stabilizes the extracellular gate in a closed conformation. stabilizes the extracellular gate in a closed conformation. 
It has beenIt has been suggested [2] that when the extracellular gate opens, R30 and D4suggested [2] that when the extracellular gate opens, R30 and D404 separate,04 separate,
disrupting their interaction. On the intracellular side, there idisrupting their interaction. On the intracellular side, there is s ~20 ~20 ÅÅ spanspan of ordered protein of ordered protein 
structure and no pathway is readilystructure and no pathway is readily identified. Arguing from the architecture of LeuTidentified. Arguing from the architecture of LeuTAa Aa the the 
following possible protein backbone movements have been suggestefollowing possible protein backbone movements have been suggested [2]:d [2]:

Computational ModelComputational Model

We use the highWe use the high--resolution (1.65 resolution (1.65 ÅÅ) 2A65 crystal structure of LeuT) 2A65 crystal structure of LeuTAaAa [2], a molecular [2], a molecular 
system of 8,204 protein atoms, 210 water molecules, Leu (22 atomsystem of 8,204 protein atoms, 210 water molecules, Leu (22 atoms), two sodium ionss), two sodium ions and and 
one chloride, totaling 8,859 atoms. E419 was protonated; in the one chloride, totaling 8,859 atoms. E419 was protonated; in the crystal structure its side crystal structure its side 
chain is near thechain is near the E62 side chain (~2.6 E62 side chain (~2.6 ÅÅ). The bound). The bound Leu was treated as a zwitterion.Leu was treated as a zwitterion.

The three independent minimization runs were performed on the LThe three independent minimization runs were performed on the Leueu--LeuTLeuTAaAa system. system. 
One additional minimization run was performed on the molecular sOne additional minimization run was performed on the molecular system devoid of Leu ystem devoid of Leu 
(Water(Water--LeuTLeuTAaAa), replacing it), replacing it by seven waters for a total of 8,858 atoms. To remove steric by seven waters for a total of 8,858 atoms. To remove steric 
clashes and to relax the molecular systems, ~2,000 minimization clashes and to relax the molecular systems, ~2,000 minimization steps were performed via steps were performed via 
steepest descent with a random step length; finally, the moleculsteepest descent with a random step length; finally, the molecular systems were well tuned ar systems were well tuned 
via conjugate gradient with guaranteed descent [4]. All degrees via conjugate gradient with guaranteed descent [4]. All degrees of freedom (bond lengths, of freedom (bond lengths, 
bond angles, torsion and improper torsion angles) in both LeuTbond angles, torsion and improper torsion angles) in both LeuTAaAa, Leu and the waters were , Leu and the waters were 
variable. variable. 

The geometry of all four molecular systems reached an absolute The geometry of all four molecular systems reached an absolute largest component of largest component of 
the gradient <5the gradient <5··1010--1010 kcal molkcal mol--11 ÅÅ--11. The RMSD for 512 alpha carbons between the crystal . The RMSD for 512 alpha carbons between the crystal 
and minimized LeuTand minimized LeuTAaAa structures is 1.06 structures is 1.06 ÅÅ; the RMSD for all 8,204 protein atoms is 1.33 ; the RMSD for all 8,204 protein atoms is 1.33 
ÅÅ; and the RMSD for the full 8,859 atom system (including waters); and the RMSD for the full 8,859 atom system (including waters) is 1.49 is 1.49 ÅÅ..

AllAll--atom NMA was carried out using the LAPACK library and BLASatom NMA was carried out using the LAPACK library and BLAS routines; the routines; the 
global translational and rotational modes were removed using theglobal translational and rotational modes were removed using the Eckart conditions.Eckart conditions.

The LeuTThe LeuTAa Aa systems were described with the allsystems were described with the all--hydrogen CHARMM22 topology and hydrogen CHARMM22 topology and 
parameter set, with NMA calculations carried out in vacuum. parameter set, with NMA calculations carried out in vacuum. 

Minimized LeuTMinimized LeuTAaAa structure with two Nastructure with two Na++ ions (yellow spheres) and Clions (yellow spheres) and Cl-- ion (green sphere) at ion (green sphere) at 
their binding sitestheir binding sites

For clarity, crystallographic water molecules are suppressed. LeFor clarity, crystallographic water molecules are suppressed. Leu is shown at its binding site in the center of LeuTu is shown at its binding site in the center of LeuTAaAa. . 
Y108 and F253 (close to Leu) and R30 and D404 are shown on the rY108 and F253 (close to Leu) and R30 and D404 are shown on the right (periplasmic side). R5 and D369 (far from ight (periplasmic side). R5 and D369 (far from 
Leu) are shown on the left (cytoplasmic side). These residues foLeu) are shown on the left (cytoplasmic side). These residues form salt bridges across the Leu pathway, and arerm salt bridges across the Leu pathway, and are
believed [2] to play an important role in gating. TM helices arebelieved [2] to play an important role in gating. TM helices are represented as cylinders, with extracellular and represented as cylinders, with extracellular and 
intracellular ends shown in light and dark colors, respectively.intracellular ends shown in light and dark colors, respectively. TM helices are grouped as follows: TM helices are grouped as follows: 1)1) ““VV--shapedshaped”” TM1 TM1 
and TM6 are green and red, respectively. They are broken at the and TM6 are green and red, respectively. They are broken at the Leu binding site and oriented relativelyLeu binding site and oriented relatively antiparallel. antiparallel. 2)2)
TM3 is yellow, TM8 is pink and TM10 is grey. These abutTM3 is yellow, TM8 is pink and TM10 is grey. These abut the unwound parts of TM1 and TM6. TM1, TM6, TM3, the unwound parts of TM1 and TM6. TM1, TM6, TM3, 
TM8 and TM10 form the protein pore for symport of Leu and sodiumTM8 and TM10 form the protein pore for symport of Leu and sodium ions, and comprise the inner TM helices. ions, and comprise the inner TM helices. 3)3)
TM5 & TM11 are violet and TM7 & TM2 are blue. These helices surrTM5 & TM11 are violet and TM7 & TM2 are blue. These helices surround TM1 and TM6, and are perimeter TM ound TM1 and TM6, and are perimeter TM 
helices. helices. 4)4) TM4, TM9 and TM12 are cyan and formTM4, TM9 and TM12 are cyan and form another group of perimeter TM helices surrounding the inner another group of perimeter TM helices surrounding the inner 
TM3, TM8 and TM10. The figure was generated using our MCICP codeTM3, TM8 and TM10. The figure was generated using our MCICP code..

Eigenvalues of the minimized LeuTEigenvalues of the minimized LeuTAaAa systemssystems

The first six eigenvalues are near zero and other eigenvalues arThe first six eigenvalues are near zero and other eigenvalues are positive e positive 
indicating a minimum.indicating a minimum.

Main observations:Main observations:
in perturbation to an RMSD of 3.5 in perturbation to an RMSD of 3.5 ÅÅ along the lowalong the low--frequency NMsfrequency NMs in in 

either direction, either direction, the Leuthe Leu--LeuTLeuTAaAa pore remains closed pore remains closed on both sideson both sides
in perturbation along the 7in perturbation along the 7--th and 8th and 8--th NMs, the distance between R30 & th NMs, the distance between R30 & 

D404 changes noticeably, byD404 changes noticeably, by ~1 ~1 ÅÅ; the distance between F253 & Y108 and ; the distance between F253 & Y108 and 
R5 & D369 is nearly unaffected for all three lowR5 & D369 is nearly unaffected for all three low--frequency NMsfrequency NMs

ConclusionsConclusions
NMA identifies the intrinsic directionality of conformational chNMA identifies the intrinsic directionality of conformational changes in anges in 

LeuTLeuTAaAa for initiating a gating transition. The largefor initiating a gating transition. The large--scale motions of the protein scale motions of the protein 
backbone along the lowbackbone along the low--frequency normal modes dictated by the LeuTfrequency normal modes dictated by the LeuTAaAa
architecture are unique: 1) highly concerted and cooperative ovearchitecture are unique: 1) highly concerted and cooperative overall counterrall counter--
rotations of the intracellular and extracellular LeuTrotations of the intracellular and extracellular LeuTAaAa domains around the pore domains around the pore 
axis; 2) largeaxis; 2) large--scale expansion and contraction of the extracellular mouth. scale expansion and contraction of the extracellular mouth. 
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Main observations:Main observations:
Overall highly concerted and cooperative counterOverall highly concerted and cooperative counter--rotations (black curved arrows) of the intracellular and rotations (black curved arrows) of the intracellular and 

extracellular domains around the pore axis. In counterextracellular domains around the pore axis. In counter--rotation the extracellular half of LeuTrotation the extracellular half of LeuTAaAa rotates rotates 
clockwise, while the intracellular half rotates anticlockwise, aclockwise, while the intracellular half rotates anticlockwise, and vice versa. The stationary plane relative nd vice versa. The stationary plane relative 
to which the rotation occurs passes through the center of LeuTto which the rotation occurs passes through the center of LeuTAaAa parallel to the membrane. parallel to the membrane. 

Extracellularly, overall rotation of the peripheral helices recExtracellularly, overall rotation of the peripheral helices reconfigures the inner helices (TM1, TM6, onfigures the inner helices (TM1, TM6, 
TM3, TM8 and TM10). The VTM3, TM8 and TM10). The V--shaped TM1 (green) and TM6 (red) helices alternately straighten shaped TM1 (green) and TM6 (red) helices alternately straighten (close) (close) 
and bend (open) at their midpoint breaks (black straight arrows)and bend (open) at their midpoint breaks (black straight arrows). Similarly. Similarly TM8 (pink) and TM3 (yellow) TM8 (pink) and TM3 (yellow) 
also alternately bend (open) and straighten (close) near their malso alternately bend (open) and straighten (close) near their midpoints. Straightening TM1, TM6, TM3 idpoints. Straightening TM1, TM6, TM3 
and TM8 occludes the extracellular mouth, and bending expands itand TM8 occludes the extracellular mouth, and bending expands it. Loops and small helices on the . Loops and small helices on the 
extracellular side undergo largeextracellular side undergo large--scale rotational motion.scale rotational motion.

The intracellular domain of LeuTThe intracellular domain of LeuTAaAa rotates concertedly around the pore axis nearly as a rigid unitrotates concertedly around the pore axis nearly as a rigid unit. The . The 
radial location of the intracellular ends of TM1a, TM6b, TM3 andradial location of the intracellular ends of TM1a, TM6b, TM3 and TM8 relative to the pore is not affected.TM8 relative to the pore is not affected.

1.1. ““the extracellular and cytoplasmic helical segments, that is TM1bthe extracellular and cytoplasmic helical segments, that is TM1b--TM6a and TM1aTM6a and TM1a--
TM6b, respectively, might move relative to TM3 and TM8, helping TM6b, respectively, might move relative to TM3 and TM8, helping to open and close to open and close 
the outward and inward gatesthe outward and inward gates””

2.2. ““Movement in TM1 may be accompanied by a conformational change inMovement in TM1 may be accompanied by a conformational change in the linker the linker 
between TM1 and TM2between TM1 and TM2””

3.3. ““TM3 and TM8 may also shift their positions or rotate slightly. ITM3 and TM8 may also shift their positions or rotate slightly. In addition, the n addition, the 
extracellular and cytoplasmic entries could expand upon movementextracellular and cytoplasmic entries could expand upon movement of surfaceof surface--exposed exposed 
elements, including the N terminus, IL1, EL2 and EL4elements, including the N terminus, IL1, EL2 and EL4””

4.4. ““Finally, the surrounding transmembrane segments, TM2, TM7, TM10 Finally, the surrounding transmembrane segments, TM2, TM7, TM10 and TM11, may and TM11, may 
accommodate movement of TM1, TM3, TM6 and TM8 because they have accommodate movement of TM1, TM3, TM6 and TM8 because they have interruptions interruptions 
in the middle of their helical structures caused by Gly55 and Prin the middle of their helical structures caused by Gly55 and Pro57 in TM2, Gly294 in o57 in TM2, Gly294 in 
TM7, Gly408 in TM10 and Pro457 in TM11TM7, Gly408 in TM10 and Pro457 in TM11””

LeuLeu--LeuTLeuTAaAa

n              n              νν,, cmcm--11

1            1            --3.14E3.14E--0505
2            2            --2.41E2.41E--0505
3            3            --1.75E1.75E--0505
4            4            --8.60E8.60E--0606
5             2.26E5             2.26E--0505
6             3.28E6             3.28E--0505
7             3.679477             3.67947
8             4.255548             4.25554
99 4.379634.37963
1010 4.730244.73024
11           4.8306711           4.83067

................
26575     3688.6226575     3688.62
26576     3689.9126576     3689.91
26577     3711.1426577     3711.14

WaterWater--LeuTLeuTAaAa

n              n              νν,, cmcm--11

1            1            --2.91E2.91E--0505
2            2            --1.70E1.70E--0505
3            3            --5.98E5.98E--0606
4             2.27E4             2.27E--0505
5             2.82E5             2.82E--0505
6             3.88E6             3.88E--0505
7             3.735987             3.73598
8             3.944948             3.94494
99 4.660484.66048
1010 5.363805.36380
11           5.5880011           5.58800

................
26572     3689.7626572     3689.76
26573     3691.4026573     3691.40
26574     3717.7326574     3717.73

The lowestThe lowest--frequency eigenvalue (7frequency eigenvalue (7thth) was nearly equal in the three Leu) was nearly equal in the three Leu--
LeuTLeuTAaAa systems: 3.68, 3.66 and 3.57systems: 3.68, 3.66 and 3.57 cmcm--11, respectively. This eigenvalue is , respectively. This eigenvalue is 
3.74 cm3.74 cm--11 for the Waterfor the Water--LeuTLeuTAaAa system. The eigenvalues for Leusystem. The eigenvalues for Leu--LeuTLeuTAaAa
from one run are shown on the leftfrom one run are shown on the left--hand side and those for Waterhand side and those for Water--LeuTLeuTAaAa are are 
shown on the rightshown on the right--hand side.hand side.

The lowestThe lowest--frequency eigendirections are nearly identicalfrequency eigendirections are nearly identical for all the three for all the three 
LeuLeu--LeuTLeuTAaAa and Waterand Water--LeuTLeuTAaAa systems. The overlap is near systems. The overlap is near ~1.~1.

Main observation:Main observation: replacing Leu at its binding site in the LeuTreplacing Leu at its binding site in the LeuTAaAa
transporter by water molecules has no effect on the lowesttransporter by water molecules has no effect on the lowest--frequency frequency 
normal modes.normal modes.

Frequency Spectrum of the LeuFrequency Spectrum of the Leu--LeuTLeuTAaAa SystemSystem

the frequency spectrum is the same in all four runsthe frequency spectrum is the same in all four runs

the region < 600 cmthe region < 600 cm--11 describes concerted motions of describes concerted motions of 
secondary structure elements (secondary structure elements (αα--helices and large groups of helices and large groups of 
amino acids)amino acids)

the region from 600 to 1840 cmthe region from 600 to 1840 cm--11 corresponds to internal corresponds to internal 
vibrations of single amino acidsvibrations of single amino acids

the region > 2850 cmthe region > 2850 cm--11 corresponds to hydrogencorresponds to hydrogen--heavy heavy 
atom vibrationsatom vibrations

77--th Normal Mode of the Leuth Normal Mode of the Leu--LeuTLeuTAaAa systemsystem

View from the extracellular side in a cylinder representation:View from the extracellular side in a cylinder representation: ((aa) the minimized Leu) the minimized Leu--LeuTLeuTAaAa system; (system; (bb) ) 
and (and (cc) displacement along the 7) displacement along the 7thth allall--atom NM in the atom NM in the ““negativenegative”” and and ““positivepositive”” directions.directions.

Main observations:Main observations:
The extracellular mouth undergoes largeThe extracellular mouth undergoes large--scale expansion and contraction: the extracellular ends ofscale expansion and contraction: the extracellular ends of thethe

peripheral TM5 (violet) and TM7 (blue) alternately approach and peripheral TM5 (violet) and TM7 (blue) alternately approach and separateseparate from thefrom the diagonally opposed diagonally opposed 
peripheral TM12 (cyan) and inner TM10 (grey) (black arrows). Thiperipheral TM12 (cyan) and inner TM10 (grey) (black arrows). This motion affects thes motion affects the inner TM1b inner TM1b 
(green) displacing it off and collapsing it on the inner TM10 (g(green) displacing it off and collapsing it on the inner TM10 (green arrows). TM6a (red) is less affected.reen arrows). TM6a (red) is less affected.

Expansion or contraction of the intracellular mouth is not obserExpansion or contraction of the intracellular mouth is not observed. The relative configurationved. The relative configuration of the of the 
inner helices is unaffected and the intracellular domain remainsinner helices is unaffected and the intracellular domain remains nearly rigid.nearly rigid.

Main observations:Main observations:
The extracellular ends of TM10 (grey), TM11 (violet) and TM12 (The extracellular ends of TM10 (grey), TM11 (violet) and TM12 (cyan) alternately move relative to cyan) alternately move relative to 

those of TM5 (violet), TM7 (blue) and TM8 (pink) resulting in a those of TM5 (violet), TM7 (blue) and TM8 (pink) resulting in a largelarge--scale expansion and contraction of scale expansion and contraction of 
the extracellular mouth. TM3 (yellow) bends at its middle. This the extracellular mouth. TM3 (yellow) bends at its middle. This motion has almost no effect onmotion has almost no effect on the Vthe V--
shaped inner TM1bshaped inner TM1b--TM6a.TM6a.

TThe intracellular domain undergoes a rigid motion, and its mouth he intracellular domain undergoes a rigid motion, and its mouth is nearly unaltered.is nearly unaltered.

Pore of the Perturbed LeuPore of the Perturbed Leu--LeuTLeuTAaAa SystemSystem
The pore is blocked on both the extracellular and intracellular The pore is blocked on both the extracellular and intracellular sides. By sides. By 
perturbing to an perturbing to an RMSD of 3.5 RMSD of 3.5 ÅÅ along lowalong low--frequency NMs in the frequency NMs in the ““negativenegative””
and and ““positivepositive”” directions, the change in the distance, directions, the change in the distance, Δdn and and Δdp, between the , between the 
F253 & Y108, R30 & D404 and R5 & D369 residues was monitored:F253 & Y108, R30 & D404 and R5 & D369 residues was monitored:

88--th Normal Mode of the Leuth Normal Mode of the Leu--LeuTLeuTAaAa systemsystem

99--th Normal Mode of the Leuth Normal Mode of the Leu--LeuTLeuTAaAa systemsystem

77--th NMth NM 88--th NMth NM 99--th NMth NM
d0, Å Δdn, Å Δdp, Å Δdn, Å Δdp, Å Δdn, Å Δdp, Å

R30&D404R30&D404
NH2&OD1NH2&OD1 5.4 +1.0 -1.0 -0.5 +1.1 -0.1 +0.1

F253&Y108F253&Y108
CZ&CE1CZ&CE1 4.1 -0.1 +0.1 +0.3 -0.3 -0.3 +0.3

R5&D369R5&D369
NH2&OD1NH2&OD1 2.8 +0.07 +0.05 -0.2 -0.2 +0.4 -0.2

In the periplasmic domain, overall rotation of the perimeter TMIn the periplasmic domain, overall rotation of the perimeter TM helices helices 
affects the conformation of the inner (TM1, TM6, TM3, TM8 & TM10affects the conformation of the inner (TM1, TM6, TM3, TM8 & TM10) ) 
helices in agreement with suggestion 4 (see Introduction). The ihelices in agreement with suggestion 4 (see Introduction). The inner helices nner helices 
undergo relative motion (suggestion 1) alternately straighteningundergo relative motion (suggestion 1) alternately straightening and bending at and bending at 
their midpoint breaks. Straightening occludes and bending expandtheir midpoint breaks. Straightening occludes and bending expands the s the 
extracellular pore entry (suggestion 3). Loops and small helicesextracellular pore entry (suggestion 3). Loops and small helices on the on the 
extracellular side undergo largeextracellular side undergo large--scale rotational motion.scale rotational motion.

The intracellular domain of LeuTThe intracellular domain of LeuTAaAa rotates concertedly around the pore axis rotates concertedly around the pore axis 
nearly as a whole. The radial location of the ends of TM1anearly as a whole. The radial location of the ends of TM1a--TM6b, TM3, TM8 TM6b, TM3, TM8 
and TM10 relative to the pore is unaffected. Cytoplasmicly, NMA and TM10 relative to the pore is unaffected. Cytoplasmicly, NMA does not does not 
reveal potential conformational changes in the protein backbone.reveal potential conformational changes in the protein backbone.

LargeLarge--scale protein backbone displacements along lowscale protein backbone displacements along low--frequency NMs do frequency NMs do 
not directly lead to opening of either inner or outernot directly lead to opening of either inner or outer gates. Perturbation along gates. Perturbation along 
low frequency NMs does not reveallow frequency NMs does not reveal the alternating mechanism [3] of LeuTthe alternating mechanism [3] of LeuTAa Aa 
functioning. The Vfunctioning. The V--shape of TM1 and TM6 changes symmetrically, not shape of TM1 and TM6 changes symmetrically, not 
alternately (see movies [5]). Normal mode tracking [6] is neededalternately (see movies [5]). Normal mode tracking [6] is needed to see how to see how 
closing the extracellular gate might couple to opening the intraclosing the extracellular gate might couple to opening the intracellular gate.cellular gate.


